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Mission Statement 
 

The mission of the Multi-Altitude Solar Panel Output Experiment 
(MASPOX) is to measure the output generated by an array of four solar panels 
during the ascent through the atmosphere.  Measurements will be taken from each 
individual solar panel to allow for the following: 

• A consistent reading of the power generated by the array due to constant 
illumination at all altitude. 

• The z-axis rotation rate of the vehicle can also be determined by examining 
the increase in voltage coming from an individual panel with the voltage 
decrease of another panel. 

 
MASPOX will allow for a direct correlation between the vehicles altitude 

and the efficiency at which the solar panels may perform.  This data can result in 
more efficient solar panel design and/or selection for high altitude vehicles.  This 
data has also not been recorded previously on an Edge Of Space Sciences flight.  
All vehicle functions will be contained within a 10cm cube. 
 

Technical Overview 
 

The MASPOX payload will be a 10cm cube that satisfies the design 
requirements put forward in the request for proposal.  The four vertical sides will 
each have a solar panel that will be wired into a unique channel in data logger.  
Each of the solar panels will have an arbitrary designation to allow for the 
determination of the orientation at any point during the ascent.  The top and bottom 
of the payload will contain the hardware necessary to allow the mounting of the 
tether line to the payload. 
 The rotation of the MASPOX payload will be determined by comparing the 
power generation increases and decreases of the individual solar panels.  An 
individual panel will generate maximum power when it is directly facing the sun.  
By observing the power output fluctuations a rotation rate and direction or rotation 
can be determined.  A rotation rate should be present due to atmospheric effect and 
the method of launch.  The arbitrary designation of the panels will allow for an 
ease of data processing.  It will also allow for the determination of the precise 
direction each panel is facing by comparing the data with the known position of the 
sun above the earth during the flight. 
 MASPOX will require aluminum for the structure of the payload.  An Onset 
Computing HOBO data logger will handle data recording.  An insulating structure 
will be constructed from foam core in order to reduce the temperature change on 
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the HOBO logger.  This structure will utilize two chemical warmers to heat the 
logger.  The solar panels will be purchased stock from a retailer and then integrated 
into the HOBO input leads. 
 Testing of the design will consist of a spin test to simulate the expected z-
axis rotation.  During this test a fixed light source will be provided to allow for 
sample measurements to be taken.  A chill down test will also be conducted to 
assure that all components will survive the expected temperatures at altitude. 
 Launch of MASPOX will be done in accordance with procedures established 
by Edge Of Space Sciences.  Prior to launch the HOBO logger will need to be 
activated and reset to ensure the maximum amount of data can be recorded. 
 

Management and Cost 
 

Development and Construction Timeline: 
Oct. 30  Final Proposal and Design 
Nov. 6  Structure Completed and Tested 
Nov. 13 Final Structure and Payload Complete 
Nov. 15 Testing 
Nov. 15-17 Final Adjustments 
Nov. 18 Primary Launch Date 
Dec. 2 Secondary Launch Date 
 
Budget: 
Item Qty. Price Net Cost
Aluminum Cube 1 $15.00 $15.00
Solar Panels 4 $5.00 $20.00
HOBO Data Logger 1 $90.00 $90.00
0-2.5 Volt Input Leads 4 $7.00 $28.00
Epoxy 1 $10.00 $10.00
Foam Core Board 1 $5.00 $5.00
Chemical Warmers 2 $2.00 $4.00
Mounting Hardware 1 $25.00 $25.00
TOTAL $197.00  
 
Team Members: 
Dean Blom: Member of the structure development team for (MASPOX).  30-

year-old Facility Maintenance Director from Michigan, married 
with no children, perusing a second BS degree in aerospace 
engineering.  

 
Sean Holden: Is a member of the data team and works closely with project 

management.  He is a first year aerospace engineering student. 
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Derrick Maestas: Is a sophomore at the University of Colorado. 
 
Andrew Maurer: A freshman in electrical and computer engineering.  He is 

working on the solar cell research and applications team.  His 
interests include aerospace, camping, hiking and flying. 

 
Spencer Roszelle: A first year aerospace student from Littleton, Colorado. He is 

working on the electronics team for the CUBESAT project. 
 
Mike Seibert: Heads up the data team and assists with project management. He 

has developed a space shuttle mission to deorbit the Mir space 
station.  He is a member of Theta Xi and CU Swimming. 

 
Ben Urmston: Is a senior in aerospace engineering. 
 
Brian Woods: Is a University of Colorado sophomore, majoring in aerospace 

engineering sciences.  He is currently involved with solar cell 
system integration and data acquisition for the MASPOX project. 

 
Kate Worster: Is a freshman majoring in aerospace engineering. 
 
Jake Zywicke:  Working on the electronics team and the imaging team.  

Participates in Kayaking Club, CU Naval ROTC, mountain bikes 
and loves to read philosophy and mythology books. 


